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‘Elderly years cause a Total dispaire of Conception’:
Old Age, Sex and Infertility in Early Modern England

Sarah Toulalan*

Summary.Although the history of old age has been studied inmuch greater detail in recent years, the
subjectof sexuality inoldage remains relativelyunder-explored.This articleexaminesearlymodern ideas
about old bodies and sex in relation to fertility, to argue that because old bodies were understood as
either infertile (post-menopausal women) or sub-fertile (old men) they were therefore characterised
as unsuitable, undesirable and inappropriate sexual partners. Perceptions of old bodies, their sexual
abilities, desirability andbehaviourwere remarkably consistent from the sixteenth through to the eight-
eenth century. The ridiculing of oldmen andwomen’s sexual behaviour that permeated contemporary
culture in stories, balladsand jokes, alongsidemedical literature that characterisedoldbodiesas sexually
unappetising aswell as unreproductive, carried themessage that sexual activitywas not for the old, and
in large part because they were infertile.

Keywords: old age; sex; reproduction; infertility; sexual dysfunction; impotence; appearance; beauty

Fertility was of great concern in early modern England, continuing into the eighteenth
century.1 This was a time when procreation was the primary—albeit not the only—aim of
marriage, promoted by Church teachings and prescriptive literature. A successfully procre-
ativemarriage bound couples together inmutual support to nurture their offspring, thereby
ensuring social, political, economic and religious stability through securing bloodlines and
inheritance. Production of offspring was also a measure of a successful marital union and
an important feature of contemporary notions of manhood and womanhood, as men
secured their status as potent patriarchs and women fulfilled their social and reproductive
destiny through successful childbearing. Men and women were expected to conform to
these allotted social, gender and familial roles, and bodies that did not reproduce were
therefore disruptive bodies as they resisted conformity to these expectations.2 Old bodies
in early modern England can be categorised as disruptive bodies in this respect because
the old body in early modern thought was particularly associated with barrenness and
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1The quote in the title of this article is taken from Lazarus
Riverius (Lazare Rivière), The Practice of Physick (London,
1655 [1640]), 506. Note on spelling. Typographical dif-
ferences in primary source quotations have beenmoder-
nised (e.g. ‘u’ for ‘v’, ‘j’ for ‘i’, ‘s’ for long ‘f’).

2Sarah Toulalan, ‘“To[o] Much Eating Stifles the Child”:
Fat Bodies and Reproduction in EarlyModern England’,
Historical Research, 2014, 87, 65–93.
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sterility: post-menopausal old women were understood to be barren while old men were
perceived as increasingly less fertile. Ageing was understood to cause deterioration of the
sexual and reproductive parts of the body so that the old were thought to be both infertile
and physically unfit for sexual activity. Expressions of elderly sexualitywere thus overwhelm-
ingly negatively construed and represented at this time.

Historians have identified anxieties about population and the health of the nation as
prevalent at this time: Roy Porter and Lesley Hall have described books such as the hugely
popular late seventeenth-century Aristotle’s Masterpiece as ‘pro-natalist’, resonating with
contemporary anxieties ‘that the nation was being weakened by underpopulation’.3 As
this anonymously authored book drewon texts produced in themid-sixteenth century, pro-
natalismwas not only a feature of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Although
these later discussions of fertility drew on classical medical literature as well as sixteenth-
century Latin and vernacular texts, they nevertheless found a receptive audience as success-
ful reproductioncontinued tobehighlyvalued; theywerecongruentwithothercontemporary
expressions of the need for population growth that were linked to economic prosperity.4

Although the population was generally growing from the late sixteenth century, it began
to fall again in the middle of the seventeenth century and only recovered its earlier level in
the second decade of the eighteenth century; life expectancy remained low.5 Historians
of demography have shown that this temporary decline was due to a combination of
continuinghighmortality fromendemic andepidemicdiseases andEuropeanconflicts, emi-
gration to the New World, and the late age of marriage which restricted a couple’s fertile
years.6 The growth in population from the early eighteenth century was brought about
by an increase in the birthrate caused by couples marrying at an earlier age, so extending
their active fertile period, rather than from any improvements in mortality; infant mortality,
especially, remained high.7 Life—and health—continued to be precarious fuelling
persistent anxieties about fertility and perceptions of the need to promote successful repro-
duction for the general health and prosperity of the nation.8 While scholars have conse-
quently investigated issues surrounding fertility to do with sexual practices, abortion,
contraception, illegitimacy, pregnancy and childbearing, it is only more recently that they
have begun to consider infertility and childlessness, a trend to which this discussion

3Roy Porter and Lesley Hall, The Facts of Life: The Cre-
ation of Sexual Knowledge in Britain, 1650–1950
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 52–3 and
ch. 2 for publication history. Mary Fissell’s more recent
work has identified well over 100 editions of this text
as it continued to be published into the twentieth
century. On this and other popular texts attributed to
Aristotle, see Mary E. Fissell, ‘Making a Masterpiece:
The Aristotle Texts in Vernacular Medical Culture’, in
Charles E. Rosenberg, ed., Right Living: An
Anglo-American Tradition of Self-Help Medicine and
Hygiene (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2003), 59–87.

4See, for example, J. Pollexfen, A Discourse of Trade,
Coyn and Paper Credit (1697), cited in D. C. Coleman,
‘Labour in the English Economy of the Seventeenth
Century’, in Paul S. Seaver, ed., Seventeenth-Century

England: Society in an Age of Revolution (New York
and London: New Viewpoints, 1976), 112–38, 113.

5E. A.Wrigley andR. S. Schofield, The PopulationHistory
of England 1541–1871: A Reconstruction (London:
Edward Arnold, 1981), 161–2, 236. See also
Table A3.1, 528–9.

6Ibid., 161–2.
7TimHitchcock, English Sexualities: 1700–1900 (Basing-
stoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 1997), 26.

8Karen Harvey, Reading Sex in the Eighteenth Century:
Bodies and Gender in English Erotic Culture (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 141–5.
See also Donna T. Andrew, Philanthropy and Police:
London Charity in the Eighteenth Century (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989), for pro-natalist
concerns in relation to venereal disease.
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contributes.9This article furtherdemonstrates thecentralityof fertility toearlymodern think-
ing about bodies and sex and therefore aboutwhowere considered to be unsuitable sexual
partners.10 It also adds to recent scholarship that argues for age as an important category of
historical analysis, in this instance specifically in the histories of the body and sexuality.11

Although the history of old age has burgeoned in recent years, the subject of sexuality in
old age still remains relatively under-explored.12 The paucity of sources recording actual
experiences of sex in old age in early modern England (and Europe) has led to a focus
upon analysis of representations in popular and other literature.13 Many explorations of
female sexuality in later life pay attention to the stereotypeof the ‘merrywidow’who, accus-
tomed to sexual activity through marriage, was unable to exercise self-restraint in curbing
her now ‘highly sexed’ nature, and hence posing a challenge to ‘the social and moral
order’ of early modern patriarchal society.14 Nina Taunton has given this stereotype a posi-
tive spin in her discussion of ‘the lecherous old crone’whose ‘intense’ and ‘insatiable carnal
lust’ led to associations with witchcraft and the temptation of sex with the Devil, through
which she might regain sexual agency and remedy her loss of sexual power.15 Jennifer
Panek similarly identifies positive representations of lusty widows on stage, as attracting
rather than discouraging suitors, although such desires were clearly nevertheless a subject

9See, for example, Helen Berry and Elizabeth Foyster,
‘Childless Men in Early Modern England’, in Berry and
Foyster, eds, The Family in EarlyModern England (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 158–83;
Jennifer Evans,‘“Gentle Purges Corrected with Hot
Spices, Whether they Work or not, do Vehemently
Provoke Venery”: Menstrual Provocation and Procre-
ation in Early Modern England’, Social History of Medi-
cine, 2012, 25, 2–19; Laura Gowing, Common Bodies:
Women, Touch and Power in Seventeenth-Century
England (New Haven/London: Yale University Press,
2003); Angus McLaren, Reproductive Rituals: The Per-
ception of Fertility in England from the Sixteenth
Century to the Nineteenth Century (London:
Methuen, 1984).

10Sarah Toulalan, ‘“The Act of Copulation Being
Ordain’d by Nature as the Ground of all Generation”:
Fertility and the Representation of Sexual Pleasure
in Seventeenth-Century Pornography in England’,
Women’s History Review, 2006, 15, 521–32; Sarah
Toulalan, Imagining Sex: Pornography and Bodies in
Seventeenth Century England (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 2007), ch. 2.

11Stephen Robertson’s work on adolescent girls is com-
pelling in making this argument. See Robertson,
‘Showing its Age’, The Journal of the History of Child-
hood and Youth, 2009, 2, 103–8 and Crimes against
Children: Sexual Violence and Legal Culture in
New York City, 1880–1960 (Chapel Hill/London: Uni-
versity of North Carolina Press, 2005), 133. For old age
as a category of analysis, see Lynn A. Botelho, ‘Age
and History as Categories for Analysis: Refiguring Old
Age’, AgeCultureHumanities, 2014, 1, unpaginated.

12It is barelymentioned, for example, inGeorgesMinois,
History of Old Age: From Antiquity to the Renaissance

(Cambridge: Polity, 1989); Susannah R. Ottaway, The
Decline of Life: Old Age in Eighteenth-Century
England, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2004); Pat Thane, Old Age In English History: Past
Experiences, Present Issues (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000); nor in the section on old age in Deborah
Youngs, The Life Cycle in Western Europe, c.1300–
c.1500 (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2006). Shulamith Shaharpays it slightlymoreattention
inGrowingOld in theMiddleAges (London/NewYork:
Routledge, 2004 [1997; first published in Hebrew in
1995]), 77–82.

13One exception is Joan Hinde Stewart’s study, The En-
lightenment of Age: Women, Letters and Growing
Old in Eighteenth-century France (Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 2010).

14Charles Carlton, ‘The Widow’s Tale: Male Myths and
Female Reality in 16th and 17th Century England’,
Albion, 1978, 10, 118–29; Dagmar Freist, ‘Religious
Difference and the Experience of Widowhood in
Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-century Germany’, in
Sandra Cavallo and LyndanWarner, eds,Widowhood
in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Harlow:
Longman, 1999), 164–78, 165; Katherine Kittredge,
‘“The Ag’d Dame to Venery Inclin’d”: Images of
Sexual Older Women in Eighteenth-Century Britain’,
in Susannah R. Ottaway, L. A. Botelho and Katharine
Kittredge, eds, Power and Poverty: Old Age in the Pre-
Industrial Past (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
2002), 247–63.

15Nina Taunton, Fictions of Old Age in Early Modern Lit-
erature and Culture (New York and London: Routle-
dge, 2007), 104–8.
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for comedy.16 Joan Hinde Stewart’s study of women and ageing in eighteenth-century
France notes that the requirement for chastity that was characteristic of women’s lives con-
tinued into old age, and that only submission to it would guarantee a comfortable and sat-
isfactory old age.17 Stewart also points out that French medical texts often associated
menopause with an ‘unseasonal sexual urge’ that was harmful to health, potentially
leading to uterine ulcers or cancer. This understanding explained older women’s lust
while at the same time discouraging and condemning it, further underscoring negative atti-
tudes towards female sexual activity in old age.18 Older women, both married and unmar-
ried, were also frequently associated with procuration, ‘grooming’ younger women, even
their own daughters, for prostitution, having lost their own sexual allure through
ageing.19 Amy Froide has also pointed to the anxieties about prostitution and social order
aroused by never-married women, but argued that menopause may have allowed older
women a degree of independence.20 Froide seems to imply here that the perception that
such women would not now marry and have children also meant that they were no
longer regarded as having sexual prospects, within or without marriage, thus side-stepping
consideration of older women’s sexuality.

Much scholarship about old women’s bodies has focused upon the issue of menopause
and its physical changes, often toargue that post-menopausalwomenwere likely now tobe
regardedasold.21Whetherornotmenopauseactually signalled thebeginningofoldage for
early modern women, the termination of a woman’s reproductive life that it brought was
remarked upon as characteristic of this stage of her life.22 Lynn Botelho has argued that
this loss of fertility negatively affected women’s social status in this life-stage, giving rise
to perceptions of old women as disruptive to households when shared with younger kin,
no longer serving any useful function, and associated with witchcraft.23 Michael Stolberg
has drawn attention to the ways in which menopause was a major critical stage in a
woman’s life, bringing a host of maladies, some, such as menorrhagia, potentially fatal.24

16Jennifer Panek, Widows and Suitors in Early Modern
English Comedy (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2014), 10.

17Stewart, Enlightenment, 9.
18Ibid., 46–52.
19See, for example, the representation of the notorious
bawdMadamCresswell inAnon., TheWhores Rhetor-
ick, Calculated to the Meridian of London; And Con-
formed to the Rules of Art, (London, 1683; Delmar,
NY: Scholars’ Facsimiles and Reprints, 1979),
esp. 10–12; Ruth Mazo Karras, ‘Sex and the Single-
woman’, in Judith M. Bennett and Amy M. Froide,
eds, Singlewomen in the European Past, 1250–1800
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999),
127–45, 134.

20Amy M. Froide, Never Married: Singlewomen in Early
Modern England (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2005), 20–1. Karras has also noted the conflation of
singlewomen’s sexual activity with prostitution for
the medieval period, but does not differentiate
between singlewomen by age.

21Lynn Botelho, ‘Old Age and Menopause in Rural
Women of Early Modern Suffolk’, in Lynn Botelho

and Pat Thane, eds, Women and Ageing in British
Society Since 1500 (Harlow: Longman, 2001),
43–65, esp. 51–9. Ottaway has much more to say
about menopause than sex; see ch. 1.

22The term ‘menopause’was not used to refer to the ter-
mination of the menses until the nineteenth century; I
use it as shorthand for repeated longer contemporary
descriptions such as the ‘stoppage of the terms’.

23L. A. Botelho, ‘Images of Old Age in Early Modern
Cheap Print: Women, Witches, and the Poisonous
Female’, in Ottaway et al., Power and Poverty,
225–46; Lyndal Roper, ‘Witchcraft and Fantasy in
Early Modern Germany’, in Lyndal Roper, Oedipus
and the Devil: Witchcraft, Sexuality and Religion in
Early Modern Europe (London/New York: Routledge,
1994), 199–225, 208–11; Alison Rowlands, ‘Witch-
craft and Old Women in Early Modern Germany’,
Past & Present, 2001, 173, 50–81, 57–60.

24Michael Stolberg, ‘A Woman’s Hell? Medical Percep-
tions of Menopause in Preindustrial Europe’, Bulletin
of the History of Medicine, 1999, 73, 404–28, 416.
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More recently, Cathy McClive has shown howmedical practitioners found it difficult to es-
tablish the boundaries of ‘normality’ in relation to menopause and its associated sterility: it
could be a lengthy stage of life ‘incertaine et instable’with considerable variation between
women in the age at which it occurred.25McClive has further noted that the language used
at this time, in both medical books and dictionaries, explicitly connected the ending of the
monthly purgation with sterility, old age and ill health; women needed to carefully monitor
their health to avoid theworst.26Medicine thus constructedold age as a timeof life thatwas
subject to a variety of particular physical maladies (or as itself a disease), although careful
livingmight prolong life.27 Butmenopausedid not only bring anend towomen’s reproduct-
ive lives precipitating old age. As this article will show, it was also understood as having spe-
cific effects upon women’s sexual and reproductive parts that would make sexual
intercourse physically difficult and unsatisfactory for both women themselves and for
their male sexual partners. Understandings of these physiological changes, as well as their
loss of generative function, shaped representations of post-menopausal old women as
not fit for sex.

Similarly, it has been frequently remarked that the loss of old men’s sexual virility gener-
ated the ‘well-established and enduring’ stereotype in all sorts of literature of the foolish old
manwho, lusting after a younger wife but unable to satisfy her desires, was inevitably cuck-
olded.28As scholarshave furtherobserved,male impotence, especiallywhen it led tomarital
infidelity or childlessness, undermined a husband’s social and family position, challenging
his manhood and patriarchal authority and posing a threat to social stability more
broadly.29 Not only did it disrupt marital and familial bonds and, potentially, bloodlines
and inheritance, but might also give rise to potentially riotous communal behaviour
through shaming rituals such as ‘ridings’ or ‘charivari’.30 Taunton argues thatMay–Decem-
ber couplings are given both comic and tragic emphasis in early modern drama and poetry.
Such a marriage was seen as ‘inappropriate’, containing ‘by its very nature… the seeds of
dissention between husband and wife’, causing unhappiness, grief, jealousy, humiliation,
anger, suspicion, and fear as the satisfaction of sexual desire is sought elsewhere.31

Literary scholars have thus paid considerable attention to elderly sexuality in this context,
thoroughly examining the trope of the old lover/lecher, or senex amans, in early modern
drama and literature in which, according to Christopher Martin, sexual desire in old age

25Cathy McClive, ‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent: la méno-
pause et l’imaginaire médical aux XVIIe et XVIIIe
siècles’, in Cathy McClive and Nicole Pellegrin, eds,
Femmesen fleurs, femmesencorps: sang, santé et sex-
ualités du moyen âge aux lumières (Saint Etienne:
Presses Universitaires de Saint-Etienne, 2010),
277–99, 298.

26Ibid., 288–90. Contrary to Stolberg, McClive argues
that there was more continuity than change in
medical discussion of and attitudes towards meno-
pause during the seventeenth and eighteenth centur-
ies.

27Daniel Schäfer, Old Age and Disease in Early Modern
Medicine, trans. Patrick Baker (London: Pickering &
Chatto, 2011).

28Elizabeth Foyster,Manhood in Early Modern England,
Honour, Sex and Marriage (London/New York:

Longman, 1999); Sarah Toulalan, Imagining Sex;
David Turner, Fashioning Adultery: Gender, Sex and
Civility in England, 1660–1740 (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2002); Helen Yallop, Age and
Identity in Eighteenth-Century England (London: Pick-
ering & Chatto, 2013), 34.

29Ibid. SeealsoBerry andFoyster, ‘ChildlessMen’; Jeffrey
Merrick, ‘Impotence in Court and at Court’, Studies in
Eighteenth-Century Culture, 1996, 25, 187–202;
Judith C. Mueller, ‘Fallen Men: Representations of
Male Impotence in Britain’, Studies in Eighteenth-
Century Culture, 1996, 25, 85–102.

30Martin Ingram, ‘Ridings, Rough Music and the
“Reform of Popular Culture” in Early Modern
England’, Past & Present, 1984, 105, 79–113.

31Taunton, Fictions, 86–8.
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was ‘reviled’.32 Martin identifies a generally ‘malign’ approach and a ‘prevailing impulse to
de-eroticize old age’, accompanied by a ‘correspondingly scurrilous indictment of aged
sexuality’, as ageandbeautyareopposed,eclipsingdesire.33 SimilarlyAnthonyEllis analysed
comic representations of male humiliation in seeking sexual relations to demonstrate how
these served ‘to suppress and deny the validity of sexual desire in old age’.34 Such represen-
tations continued into the eighteenth century when, as Helen Yallop has argued, ‘Sexuality
played no part in the construction of aged masculinity’ and there was a deliberate ‘drive to
distance the old man from his sexual past’.35 In the same vein, Karen Harvey’s analysis of
eighteenth-century erotica showed how it reflected contemporary ideas about male impo-
tence so that old men received ‘short shrift’ in this genre.36 In contrast, however, Kevin
P. Laam has emphasised how, while ‘potency’ fails, nevertheless ‘desire lives on despite ex-
terior decay’, andCynthia Skenazi demonstrated Renaissancemale authors’ self-awareness
of persisting desire and sexual longing in the face of the deteriorating and sexually failing
body.37 Furthermore, Philip D. Collington also turned the implications of this stereotype
around to argue that it was not just that loss of patriarchal authority followed from impo-
tency, but that ‘age-related losses of political power, familial control and social prestige’
led to anxieties about being cuckolded.38

This now considerable body of scholarship reveals and reiterates significant earlymodern
anxieties andnegativeattitudes towards theoldandtheir sexualbehaviour thatnevertheless
merits further and closer investigation. These narratives acknowledged that the old contin-
ued to have sexual desires, and ones that they acted upon in seeking out sexual partners,
often, but not always, legitimately through marriage. At the same time, however, they
strongly conveyed messages that the old should not do so because sex in old age was in-
appropriate, frequently ridiculous, and even disgusting, as well as posing a potential
threat to social order. While anxieties about the consequences for the household, social
and political order of male impotence, or of lusty widows desperately seeking sexual satis-
faction, havebeen thoroughly remarkedupon, the ideas about oldbodies that underpinned
themhavenot yetbeen fully elucidated.AlthoughTauntonacknowledged thatunderstand-
ing the old woman as ‘lascivious, innately malevolent and harmful to young men’ derived
from ‘the physiology of the ancients’, she did not explain how this physiology specifically
meant that old women physically could not, and should not, engage in sex.39 These asser-
tions about ‘gerontophobic’ attitudes towards sex in old age are rarely accounted for
beyond repugnance towards the decayingold body and its loss of beauty, increasing feeble-
ness and impotence, both social and physical.40

32Christopher Martin, Constituting Old Age in Early
Modern English Literature, from Queen Elizabeth to
King Lear (Amherst & Boston: University of Massachu-
setts Press, 2012), 103.

33Ibid., 100–102.
34Anthony Ellis,Old Age, Masculinity, and Early Modern
Drama: Comic Elders on the Italian andShakespearean
Stage (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009).

35Yallop, Age and Identity, 115.
36Harvey, Reading Sex, 138–9.
37Kevin P. Laam, ‘Aging the Lover: The Posies of George
Gascoigne’, in ErinCampbell, ed.,GrowingOld inEarly

Modern Europe: Cultural Representations (Aldershot:
Ashgate, 2006), 75–91, 88; Cynthia Skenazi, Aging
Gracefully in the Renaissance: Stories of Later Life
from Petrarch to Montaigne (Leiden/Boston: Brill,
2013), ch. 3.

38Phillip D. Collington, ‘Sans Wife: Sexual Anxiety and
the Old Man in Shakespeare’, in Campbell, ed.,
Growing Old, 185–207, 187.

39Taunton, Fictions, 104. Neither does Shahar explain
this more fully.

40Martin frequently refers to contemporary attitudes as
‘gerontophobic’ in Constituting Old Age, ch. 4.
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Helen Yallop does refer to fertility as a factor in negative attitudes towards ‘age-disparate
marriages’, andKarenHarveydiscusses impotence in thecontext of eighteenth-centuryanx-
ieties about fertility and the health of the nation, but neither fully explainswhat it was in the
ageingprocess thatmade thesebodies impotent and infertile. Harveydoes articulate the im-
portance of male seed and fertility but not exactly how seed was implicated in the loss of
male virility and potency.41 Many scholars reference the prevailing humoral model to
explain the physical changes of old age, particularly its drying and freezing effects that
produce bodies that are unattractive and unable to perform sexually. However, how
these humoral changes specifically affected the sexual and reproductive parts of the old
body to produce sexual dysfunction and reproductive failure are never fully explained.
This article thus dissects early modern ideas about old bodies and sex, including how
ageing had a deleterious effect on the reproductive organs and generative matter bringing
sexual dysfunction and infertility, aswell as on appearance and hence on sexual desirability.
Old men and women thus embodied the signs of their infertility, indicating that they were
therefore unfit for sex. These ideas in turn shaped representations of elderly sexuality as in-
appropriate, disgusting and ridiculous.

As this article focuses specifically on earlymodern ideas about the sexual body, reproduc-
tion and fertility, it draws primarily upon medical writings, both academic and popular. Al-
though the texts cited are from English language editions, they are not limited to those
written in English, but include many that originated on the continent in a shared western
European medical tradition. Writings on generation consisted of both original works and
a largenumberof translationsof European-authoredworks frombothvernacular languages
and Latin, the international language of culture and learning. Authors borrowed from each
other, circulating ideas and innovations, frequently copied almost verbatim, in a shared
culture of medical knowledge.42 Although primarily appearing in medical, anatomical
and midwifery texts, information and advice about sex, reproduction and childbearing
also featured in many other sources that were accessible to a non-medical audience, such
as books of advice, ballads, chap-books, almanacs and even jokes.43 Knowledge and infor-
mation about these matters thus circulated at all levels of society, both literate and non-
literate, as oral culture and ‘communities of readers’ brought them to those unable to
read or without sufficient means to spend scarce resources on even cheap print.44

Records of book ownership have shown that men and women without medical training
(such as the Sussexmerchant Samuel Jeake) ownedmedical books.45More accessible, sim-
plified, vernacular works also had awide circulation indicating that the ideas discussed here
were not restricted only to those who practised medicine, surgery and midwifery.46

41Yallop, Age and Identity, 34; Harvey, Reading Sex,
133–9.

42Roger French and Andrew Wear, eds, The Medical
Revolution of the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989).

43Onmedical publishing see Elizabeth Lane Furdell, Pub-
lishingandMedicine inEarlyModernEngland (Roches-
ter, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2002).

44Roger Chartier, TheOrder of Books: Readers, Authors,
and Libraries in Europe between the Fourteenth and
Eighteenth Centuries, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane

(Cambridge: Polity, 1994). On the overlap of oral and
literate cultures in England see Adam Fox,Oral and Lit-
erate Culture in England, 1500–1700 (Oxford: Claren-
don, 2000).

45Michael Hunter and Annabel Gregory, eds, An Astro-
logical Diary of the Seventeenth Century: Samuel
Jeake of Rye 1652–1699 (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1988).

46Mary Fissell, ‘The Marketplace of Print’, in Mark
S. R. Jenner and Patrick Wallis, eds,Medicine and the
Market in England and Its Colonies, c.1450–c.1850
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Understandings about the composition of the body and how it functioned were based
upon the classical model of four humours—blood, yellow and black bile and phlegm.
These four humours corresponded to the four qualities of hot, dry, cold and wet, and by
analogy to four stages of life—infancy, youth, maturity and old age. The constitution of
thebody related to theparticularbalanceofhumours,whichdetermined sexandotherphys-
ical characteristics (musculature, quantity of body fat and hair, hair colour). This humoral
model remained dominant despite the development of new theories about generation
and of new ideas to dowith chemical medicine (that disease was caused bymalfunctioning
chemical processes rather than humoral imbalances or blockages causing corruption or pu-
trefaction).47 There was therefore little change in how old bodies were understood in rela-
tion to sex and reproduction during this period. Eighteenth-century authors continued to
repeat thewords and ideas ofmuchearlier sixteenth-century authors (whowere themselves
repeating earlier classical ideas) even as they modified them to incorporate new discoveries
and theories. Ideas about chemical medicine were incorporated into the humoral frame-
work, while from the later seventeenth century references to female seed were gradually
replaced by discussions of eggs and ovaries and it was accepted that male seed contained
‘animalcules’ (although the roles of eggs and sperm in reproductionwere not fully compre-
hended until the nineteenth century).48

The balance of the humours altered throughout the life cycle: thewarm andmoist bodies
of infancyandchildhoodbecamemorehot anddryas theygrew intomaturity, then lost heat
andmoisture as they grewold, decaying into the cold anddry bodies of old age.HenryCuffe
described the process in the early seventeenth century where, ‘heat without any the least
intermission or pause, worketh upon our moisture, and by little and little consumeth it, it
selfe also in time decaying’ until ‘declineth our body unto colde and drinesse, till at length
death ceaseth upon our bodies’.49 André du Laurens’ originally French work on old age
that was much translated, including into English in 1599, defined life as sustained by the
twin pillars of ‘radicalle heate and moisture’, the loss of which as the body aged he directly
linked to the decay of seed and hence of its generative quality. Du Laurens told his readers
that as death approached the seed became weaker and ‘becommeth so much the more
waterish, and in fine changethaltogether intowater: even so the radicall heateandmoisture
waxeweaker andweaker every houre, infectedwith some adversarie and unlike qualitie’.50

Old age was thus explicitly associated with decay and infertility as generative matter itself
decayed.

(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2007), 108–32, 112; Michael
Stolberg, ‘Medical Popularization and the Patient in
the Eighteenth Century’, in Willem de Blécourt and
Cornelie Usborne, eds, Cultural Approaches to the
History of Medicine (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2004),
89–107.

47Andrew Wear, ‘Medical Practice in late Seventeenth-
and Early Eighteenth-century England: Continuity
and Union’, in Roger French and Andrew Wear, eds,
The Medical Revolution of the Seventeenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
294–320; Stolberg, ‘Medical Popularization’.

48See Maryanne Cline Horowitz, ‘The “Science” of Em-
bryology Before the Discovery of the Ovum’, in

Marilyn J. Boxer and JeanH.Quataert, eds,Connecting
Spheres: European Women in a Globalizing World
1500 to the Present (NewYork/Oxford:OxfordUniver-
sity Press, 1987), 86–94.

49Henry Cuffe, The Differences of the Ages of Mans Life
(London, 1607), 117, 114.

50AndréduLaurens (Andreas Laurentius),ADiscourseOf
The Preservation Of The Sight: of Melancholike Dis-
eases; of Rheumes, and of Old Age, trans. Richard
Surphlet (London, 1599), 170. See Pat Thane, ‘Geria-
trics’, in W. F. Bynum and Roy Porter, eds, Companion
Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine (London/
NewYork: Routledge, 1993), Vol. 2, 1092–115, 1096.
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In the historiography of old age there has been much discussion about when old age
began and how it was defined.51 As Pat Thane succinctly put it: ‘Old age is defined chrono-
logically, functionally or culturally’; but these definitionsmay vary considerably, with declin-
ing capabilities and sociocultural perceptions of old age not necessarily meshing with the
measurement of years.52 Early modern authors drew on the literature of the ‘ages of life’
to demarcate both its beginning and the further sub-stages that it comprised. The
popular, ancient, division of life into seven-year stages meant that chronological old age
was consistently calculated as beginning at 50, but as ‘green’ old age when the body
might still be strong and vigorous, gradually deteriorating into ‘decrepit’ old age as one
gained in years and came nearer to death.53 As many scholars have remarked, this organ-
isation tended to universalise ageing frommale experiences. Women were likely to experi-
ence old agedifferently, according to the rhythmsof their reproductive role, frommenarche
to menopause.54 The physical indicators of old age were brought about by the changes in
humoral balance that began around 50; as one author explained, ‘By old people, I Under-
stand such as have attained to fifty yeares age.’55 Death came, as we have seen, when
both heat and moisture were completely expended. Old bodies, that were increasingly
diminishing in ‘naturall’or ‘radicall heate’, therefore also had insufficient heat for successful
generation.56Constitutionaldifferencesbetween individualsmeant that thedecline intoold
age, and consequently into reproductive dysfunction, might vary significantly—it was
‘played out in multiple dimensions, and at different rates’.57 Du Laurens cautioned that
‘there are some constitutions that grow old very speedily, and others very slowly’, but
women grew old ‘alwaies sooner than the male’, as already constitutionally colder. This
gender difference was also reflected in their relationship to fertility, which ended before
men’s, and can be seen through the alterations brought by age to generative matter.58

51See for example, Sherri Klassen, ‘Old and Cared for:
Place of Residence for Elderly Women in Eighteenth-
Century Toulouse’, Journal of Family History, 1999,
24, 35–52; Margaret Pelling, ‘Old Age, Poverty and
Disability in Early Modern Norwich: Work, Remarriage
and Other Expedients’, in Margaret Pelling, ed., The
Common Lot: Sickness, Medical Occupations and the
Urban Poor in Early Modern England (Harlow:
Longman, 1998), 134–54, 137–8; Shulamith Shahar,
‘Who Were Old in the Middle Ages?’, Social History
of Medicine, 1993, 6, 313–41; Ottaway, Decline of
Life, 7, 17.

52Pat Thane, ‘Social Histories of Old Age and Aging’,
Journal of Social History, 2003, 37, 93–111, 98.

53Cuffe sets out each of these, The Differences of the
Ages of Mans Life, 114–20. There are numerous dis-
cussionsofhowthe stagesof lifeweredividedandsub-
divided, e.g. Phyllis Gaffney, ‘The Ages of Man in Old
French Verse Epic and Romance’, The Modern Lan-
guage Review, 1990, 85, 570–82; Steven R. Smith,
‘Growing Old in an Age of Transition’, in Peter
N. Stearns, ed., Old Age in Preindustrial Society
(New York: Holmes &Meier, 1982), 195–7. For an ex-
planationof thedifferent divisions and their origins see
Shahar, ‘WhoWere Old’, 316–20.

54See, for example, Aki C. L. Beam, ‘“Should I as Yet Call
You Old?” Testing the Boundaries of Female Old Age
in Early Modern England’, in Erin Campbell, ed.,
Growing Old in Early Modern Europe: Cultural Repre-
sentations (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 95–116,
98–101, 113; Erin J. Campbell, ‘“Unenduring”
Beauty: Gender and Old Age in Early Modern Art and
Aesthetics’, in Campbell, Growing Old, 153–67,
157–9; Anne Kugler, ‘“I feel myself decay apace”:
Old Age in the Diary of Lady Sarah Cowper
(1644–1720)’, in Lynn Botelho and Pat Thane, eds,
Women and Ageing in British Society Since 1500
(Harlow: Longman, 2001), 66–88, 67–8; Hilda
L. Smith, ‘“Aging”: A Problematic Concept for
Women’, Journal of Women’s History, 2001, 12,
77–86.

55Joannes Jonstonus, The Idea of Practical Physick in
Twelve Books, trans. Nicholas Culpeper and W[illiam]
R[owlands] (London, 1657), 28.

56Levinus Lemnius, The Touchstone of Complexions,
trans. Thomas Newton (London, 1576 [1561]), 28.

57Beam, ‘“Should I as Yet Call You Old?”’, 108.
58Laurentius, Discourse, 177. Laurentius identified ‘the
weakness of their bodies’ and their ‘manner of living’
as causes of women’s earlier ageing.
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Generative Matter: Seed andMenstrual Blood
Despitemedical historians’ assertions that therewas a shift away fromhumoral theory in the
eighteenth century, medical books continued to describe and explain infertility—or barren-
ness and sterility as it was generally termed at this time, for both men and women—within
this model. Inability to reproduce was understood to be caused by humoral imbalance
when there was no obvious physical cause such as malformed organs of generation. The
agedbody’s changinghumoral balance—increasingcoldnessanddryness—alteredappear-
ance and caused barrenness by affecting the reproductive organs and the materials of
generation, seed andmenstrual blood. The aged constitution brought defects to the repro-
ductive anatomy and its necessary fluids that made old bodies unsuitable for both sex and
procreation.

The primary material required for generation was seed, whether contributed only by the
man in the Aristotelian one-seed model of generation, or, in the Galenic-Hippocratic
two-seed model, by men and women, who both ejaculated seed at orgasm which then
mingled to form a conception. Seed was understood to be made from blood through a
process of ‘concoction’ that required heat. Old bodies lacked sufficient heat to perfect
this process to create seed that was ‘prolifick’ (full of blood) and hence capable of
forming a successful conception. In the early seventeenth century, London physician
Helkiah Crooke explained that seed was ‘an excrement of the last concoction’ in the
processwhereby the body extracted nourishment from the contents of the stomach, distrib-
uting blood, as aliment/nourishment, into all the other parts of the body. When these parts
had taken what they needed, ‘the salter Particles more fit for the Generation of Seed’were
separated from this ‘redde and pure blood’ by heat, mixed ‘into a thin Liquor’, and turned
white by ‘the spermaticall vessels and the Testicles’.59 For seed to be fertile and fit for gen-
eration, sixteenth-century French surgeonAmbroise Paré observed that ‘it must of necessity
be copious in quantity but in quality well concocted, moderately thick, clammy, and puffed
with abundance of spirits’.60

The seed of old men, though, either lacked these essential qualities or was altogether
absent. Thus infertility was ‘of the mans part’ when his seed was ‘cold, thinne, waterie
and feeble, as is the seede of old and feeble men’.61 This was because, ‘by reason of their
abated heat’, therewas ‘no overplus [of blood] left’ fromwhich seed could be concocted.62

As English midwife Jane Sharp noted in The Midwives Book (drawing on earlier works by
Nicholas Culpeper, Daniel Sennert and Thomas Bartholin), ‘Old age, cold constitutions, dis-
eased, will notmake blood’.63 This understanding about how seedwas produced, andwhy
inoldmen itwas thereforeabsentordefective, continued tobe repeated into theeighteenth
century. JoannesGroeneveld, aDutchphysicianpractising in London, also stated that ‘in old
and decrepid Persons, by the Defect of the Natural Heat, and by the Driness of the

59Helkiah Crooke,Microcosmographia: ADescription of
the Body of Man (London, 1615), 278. For a later,
similar, explanation of this process see Isbrand de Die-
merbroeck, The Anatomy of Human Bodies, trans.
William Salmon (London, 1689), 190–1.

60Ambroise Paré, Of the Generation of Man, in The
Works of Ambrose Parey, trans. Thomas Johnson
(London, 1691 [1573]), 566.

61Philip Barrough, The Methode of Phisicke (London,
1583), 157.

62Crooke, Microcosmographia, 278; Diemerbroeck,
Anatomy, 206.

63Jane Sharp, The Midwives Book, or the Whole Art of
Midwifry Discovered (London, 1671), 290; For
Sharp’s sources, see Elaine Hobby’s introduction to
The Midwives Book, edited and published by Oxford
University Press, 1999.
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Spermatick Vessels, by the previous Heat shrunk up and destiture [sic] of a rich Blood, the
Seed is altogether deficient’.64 Heat was a crucial ingredient in the reproductive process
at all stages so its absence causedgenerative difficulties. ‘Prolifick’ seed, capable of sparking
conception, should have had vital heat in three elements: its natural, elemental heat, from
the father’s soul, and from the sun.65 In addition to having insufficient vital heat, the seed of
old men was also defective because its thin, watery consistency meant that it could not be
retained in the womb to join with female generative matter to form a conception. Paré
remarked that the seed of old men had a ‘more liquid and flexible consistence thereof, so
that it cannot stay in the womb, but will presently flow out again’.66 The seed of old men
was thus defective in both quantity and quality.

However, not all old men would inevitably suffer infertility from defective seed, despite
the natural decrease in heat that came with increasing age, because it could decline
slowly: men of a hotter constitution could remain ‘vigorous in their old Age’ and able to
father children into their 70s and 80s, and even later, as authors frequently remarked.67

Thus, although the seven-year organisationof the agesofmandefinedold ageasbeginning
at 50, someauthors argued for a longer period of fertility formen, suggesting that itwas not
until the mid-60s, or the later stages of old age, that procreative heat began to be lost:

force andheat of procreatingChildren increaseth dailymore andmore untill 45 yeares,
or till 50, and ends at 65. For then, for the most part, the manhood beings to flag, and
the seed becomes unfruitfull, the naturall spirits being extinguished, and the humours
drying up, out of which by the benefit of heat, the seed is wont to be made.68

This passage, and the surrounding paragraphswere repeated almost identically inAristotles
Masterpiece, first published in1684and reprinted inneweditions andadaptations through-
out the eighteenth century.69 Both books thus cited the example of a Swedish man ‘a
hundred years old, who married a Bride of 30 years old’ and ‘had many Children by
her’.70While the explanation of the span of themale reproductive years only indicates con-
tinuing male virility and potency in early or ‘green’ old age, which lasted until the mid-60s,
theexampleargues for thepossibility of its continuation intomuch later or ‘decrepit’oldage.
Humouralism clearly allowed for considerable variation.

Examples such as this one about the extremely aged Swedishman copied from one book
toanotherwerenotnecessarily entirely legendary: examplesof latepaternity couldbe found
closer tohomeboth in local communities and in stories about the lives ofnotable individuals,

64Joannes Groeneveld, The Grounds of Physick, Con-
taining so much of Philosophy, Anatomy, Chimistry,
and the Mechanical Construction of a Humane Body,
as is necessary to the Accomplishment of a Physitian
(London, 1715), 20. Translated from Groeneveld’s
adapted edition of François van den Zype’s (Zypaeus)
Fundamenta Medicinæ (1683). Harold J. Cook
describes it as ‘his plagiarized Latin textbook and its
English translation’ in Trials of an Ordinary Doctor:
Joannes de Groenevelt in Seventeenth-Century
London (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1994), 40.

65Danielle Jacquart and Claude Thomasset, Sexuality
and Medicine in the Middle Ages, trans. Matthew
Adamson (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988), 52–60.

66Paré,Works, 566.
67Diemerbroeck, Anatomy, 206–7.
68Levinus Lemnius, The Secret Miracles of Nature
(London, 1658 [1559]), 309.

69Anon., Aristoteles Master-Piece, Or The Secrets of
Generation Displayed in all the Parts Thereof
(London, 1684), 7–9.

70Lemnius, Secret Miracles, 309; Aristoteles Master-
Piece, 8.
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such as ‘Old Parr’.71 However, some medical authors suggested that the progeny of older
men would be weak and feeble because they were the product of weak seed. Lemnius
wrote that ‘Old men being feeble, their spirits small, and their body dry and exhausted of
bloody humours’ were unable to perform the sexual act ‘so manfully’, hence ‘that force
that comes from them to beget a child is uneffectuall and invalid’. Thus, ‘such as are born
in old age, are slender, small, weak, feeble, not tall, and have not so much strength’.72

Nina Taunton notes that Robert Burton similarly warned in his Anatomy of Melancholy
that melancholy oldmen producedmelancholy progeny.73Whether in ‘green’ or ‘decrepit’
old age, old men were understood as increasingly likely to be sexually and reproductively
dysfunctional as a consequence of decaying generative matter, even if they did not imme-
diately lose their potency. Such understandings of the reproductive male old body did not
encourage positive attitudes towards old men as lovers nor as prospective fathers.74

Although many authors referred specifically to men when discussing seed and fertility,
others did not specify to which sex their comments applied, or also mentioned the seed
of women. In both one-seed and two-seed models of generation, male seed was under-
stood as the principal generative material that acted upon the female matter to form and
shape the fetus. Women’s seed was characterised in both models therefore as ‘a more im-
perfect seed’ than men’s: as the colder of the sexes, women produced colder, thinner and
more watery seed that required men’s seed infused with vital heat to engender new life.75

Jane Sharp articulated thewidely-held belief that bothmenandwomen contributed seed to
generation, althoughmale seedwas superior, when she told her readers that ‘Mans seed is
the agent andwomans seed the patient, or at least not so active as themans’.76 Hence, in a
compilation of works attributed to Thomas Chamberlayne, possibly trading on the associ-
ation of the Chamberlain family with midwifery, the author could note that a woman
might be barren ‘by reason of some fault in the seed, either the woman being too young,
or too old’, and François Mauriceau could add, referring to old women, that the seed ‘of
the aged is in too small a quantity, and too cold’.77 These authors did not specify the age
by which a woman’s seed was thought to have lost its capacity for fecundation, making
no distinction between the earlier stages of old age and the later, perhaps because the ces-
sation of menstruation was recognised as more clearly indicative of the end of a woman’s

71JohnTaylor,TheOlde,Old,VeryOldeMan: or, TheAge
and Long Life of Thomas Parr (London, 1635). Alexan-
dra Shepard cites several examples in Meanings of
Manhood in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2008 [2003]), 240.

72Lemnius, Secret Miracles, 240.
73Taunton, Fictions, 94.
74They may, of course, have been attractive for financial
reasons, as indicated in the ballad ‘An Answer to the
Old Man’s Wish: Containing the Young Lasses
Longing desire to be Marry’d and eke to an Old Man
rather than fail’, (London: Printed for C. Bates,
1683–1703?), Magdalene College—Pepys 5.187,
EBBA 22449: ‘He has two thousand pounds and
above,/ This is enough to make me in love’.

75Crooke,Microcosmographia, 162.

76Sharp,Midwive’s Book, 62.
77ThomasChamberlayne, TheCompleatMidwife’s Prac-
tice Enlarged, 2nd edn (London, 1659), 242; François
Mauriceau, The Diseases of Women with Child, and
in Child-bed (London, 1672), 9. Fissell has noted that
much of The Compleat Midwife’s Practice is derived
from works by Louise Bourgeois and Jakob Rueff;
Fissell, ‘The Marketplace of Print’, 115. Medical
authors frequently paired young andold bodies as rep-
resentative of unreproductive stages of life; see Sarah
Toulalan, ‘Age toGreat, or to Little, Doeth let Concep-
tion”: Bodies, Sex and the Life Cycle, 1500–1750’, in
Sarah Toulalan and Kate Fisher, eds, The Routledge
History of Sex and the Body, 1500 to the Present
(London/New York: Routledge, 2013), 279–95.
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fertility. But where awoman continued tomenstruate into her later years, yet did not repro-
duce, her infertility could be accounted for as resulting from defective seed.

By the eighteenth century, as the theory that women produced eggs from ovaries gained
ground, so discussion of production of little or defective seed increasingly referred only to
men. Earlier concerns about women’s seed do not seem to have been transferred to their
production of eggs. However, it may be inferred that agewas thought to affect the produc-
tion of eggs by the ovaries because authors continued to comment on changes to the ap-
pearance of the ovaries caused by age. In the early eighteenth century German professor
of anatomy and surgery Laurentius Heister and Scottish physician John Maubray repeated
much earlier observations about ovaries that ‘in old Women they appear dry; small, and
wrinkled, scarcely weighing half a Drachm’, and at mid-century, English physician John
Burton concurred that ‘asOldAge advances, theywither and shrivel up’.78 French professor
of medicine, Jean Astruc, specifically connected the state of the ovaries in old women with
their inability to conceive, linking itwith the terminationofmenstruationwhichwasacertain
indicator of lack of fertility: ‘in oldWomen or those who are past forty five or fifty theMen-
strua are deficient, the Ovaria are too rigid, dense and wrinkled; consequently they are in-
capable of Fecundation’.79 At the very end of the eighteenth century medical authors
continued to describe the ovaries in old women as withered and to contrast them with
those that were still fertile (‘They are a little plump during the time thewoman is fruitful’).80

The deterioration of the ovaries and their capacity to produce generative material thus
began in early old age and continued as women increased in years.

From the late seventeenth century authors set out, discussed and debated the newer the-
ories of egg-producing ovaries in women and animalcules in sperm that had been revealed
through investigations by Harvey, de Graaf, Malpighi, Leeuwenhoek and others.81 Authors
nowaltered their terminology to reflect these newdiscoveries, including referring to ovaries
rather than to female testes. However, they also continued to quote from the classical
authors and to reiterate ideas that had appeared in sixteenth-century texts, using the con-
cepts of heat and cold and of superior male seed to explain reproductive success and
failure. The new ideas were thus incorporated into the older frameworks rather than dis-
placing them.82 Ideas about the impairedquality andquantity of semen inoldmen therefore
continued to be repeated and were now simply applied to ‘animalcules’ specifically, rather
than to seed in general. Astruc, in the mid-eighteenth century described how,

In the Semen of all Animals are observed other smaller Animals, which are very active,
having a largeHead, and sharp and long tail, much like young Frogs. These are very nu-
merous, so that there are thousands of them in the smallest Drop of the Semen. In the

78Laurentius (Lorenz) Heister, A Compendium of
Anatomy (London, 1721; Latin edition 1717), 151;
John Maubray, The Female Physician, Containing all
the Diseases Incident to that Sex, etc. (London,
1724), 189; John Burton, An Essay Towards a Com-
plete New System of Midwifry, Theoretical and Prac-
tical (London, 1751), 34.

79Jean Astruc, A Treatise on all the Diseases Incident to
Women, trans. J. R.—n. (London, 1743), 338.

80Jean-LouisBaudelocque,ASystemofMidwifery, trans.
John Heath, 3 vols (London, 1790 [1775]), 124.

81Henry Bracken, TheMidwife’s Companion; Or A Trea-
tise of Midwifery (London, 1737), 15.

82As also happened for ideas about chemical medicine
which were incorporated into the dominant humoral
model: seeWear, ‘Medical Practice in Late Seventeenth-
and Early Eighteenth-century England’; Stolberg,
‘Medical Popularization’.
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Semen of Infants, younger Animals, or such as are very old, these seminal Animals are
few, weak, and languid.83

For old women, though, fertility was not governed only by the deterioration in the quantity
and quality of her seed, or the state of her ovaries, but by the cessation of menstruation at
menopause.

Whether adhering to a Galenic-Hippocratic two-seedmodel of generation or to the Aris-
totelian one-seed model, those who wrote about this subject agreed that women’s men-
strual blood was essential to conception and gestation. It provided matter to the fetus
and then subsequently nourished it in the womb during pregnancy. Lack of menstrual
blood was thus understood as indicative of a woman’s inability to conceive, so once the
menses ceased her reproductive years were over. French physician and professor of medi-
cine, Lazarius Riverius listed as the fourth ‘Cause of Barrenness’ for a woman, ‘When the
woman doth not yield convenient matter to form the Conception, and to augment the
same, depends upon a want of Seed and Menstrual Blood; so over yong women and over
old, do not conceive, through want of both those Materials.’84 Although the term ‘meno-
pause’wasnot coineduntil thenineteenth century, earlymodernmedical authors discussed
thisphysiologicaldevelopmentprimarily in thecontextof causesof female infertility, butalso
as a cause of illness and disease.85 The ‘stoppage of the terms’was caused by the constitu-
tional changes of ageing: as heat andmoisture declined so there was no longer a surplus or
plethora of blood requiring regular evacuation through menstruation. Crooke described
how ‘the courses cease, because the heate being nowe become more weake is not able
to engender any notable portionof laudable bloud, neither yet if there be any suchoverplus,
is able to evacuate or expell the same’.86 This understanding about why menstruation
ceased did not change significantly into the eighteenth century.87 English physician John
Freind, in his authoritative treatise on menstruation, Emmenologia, first published in Latin
in 1703 and translated into English in 1729, placed slightly more emphasis on the drying
of the bodywith age, but nevertheless concurred that therewas insufficient blood to be dis-
charged: ‘as old Age creeps on, the Humours every Day become both less redundant, and
the Fibres of the Vessels grow more rigid and hard; so that a Plethora can neither be accu-
mulated at that Age, nor if it be, can it be discharged, because of the tenacity of the
Vessels’.88 Nearly 50 years later William Smellie explicitly connected these changes with
those of old age: ‘when the fibres growing rigid, the Incrementum is lessened, the evacu-
ation is no longer necessary, nor has the blood force enough to make good its wonted
passage into the cavity of the womb. In the same manner are produced the symptoms of
old age.’89 Menopause was in this way presented as a ‘natural’ part of the ageing process

83Astruc, Treatise, 326.
84Riverius, Practice of Physick, 504.
85Stolberg, ‘A Woman’s Hell’, 413; Stewart, Enlighten-
ment of Age, 51.

86Crooke, Microcosmographia, 261; Peter Chamber-
lain, Dr. Chamberlain’s Midwifes Practice: Or, A
Guide forWomen In that highConcern of Conception,
Breeding, and Nursing Children (London, 1665), 69.

87See Cathy McClive, Menstruation and Procreation in
Early Modern France (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2015), ch.
3; Michael Stolberg, ‘Menstruation and Sexual

Difference in Early Modern Medicine’, in Andrew
Shail and Gillian Howie, eds,Menstruation: A Cultural
History (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005),
90–101, 90.

88John Freind, Emmenologia, trans. Thomas Dale
(London, 1729 [1703], 59. See also Groeneveld,
Grounds of Physick, 48.

89William Smellie, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice
of Midwifery, 3 vols, 4th edn (London, 1762, I, 107–8.
See McClive,Menstruation and Procreation, ch. 3, on
the shift from humoral to mechanical explanation.
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and thus signalled both the termination of fertility and entry into old age.90 However, it
might not be clear that menstruation had definitively stopped, so that older women could
nevertheless believe they were still capable of conception.

Authors generally agreedabout theagesatwhichmenopausewouldoccur, ranging from
around 44 to 55; many placed it at 50, implicitly connecting it with the onset of old age.91 It
was invariably noted that it might occur earlier or later than these ages—albeit unusually—
as those who were healthy and strong and had not over-indulged themselves might con-
tinue menstruating, and hence to bear children, for longer, complicating fixed ages of life
categories for women. French accoucheur Mauquest de la Motte noted two exceptions,
one who ceased early and another who continued after the age of 60:

I have seen awomanwhomthis evacuation left at the year of thirty-five,without suffer-
ing any inconveniency from it, and anotherwhohad had thirty-two children at the year
of forty-five, at which time her husband died, who had still her menses at sixty-one
when she died, and was as regular then as she was at twenty-five.92

It is likely, however, that these twocaseswerenotedprecisely because theywere sounusual.
Thomas Denman in the late eighteenth century also noted that menstruationmight con-

tinue until nearly 60, but concluded that 44 to 48was ‘themost frequent time of the cessa-
tion of the menses’ after which ‘women never bear children’.93 Other authors cited
examples from classical history of exceptional women who had continued to menstruate,
and sometimes to bear children, into their 60s and 70s to suggest that environment, diet
and constitution influenced such variation.94 Menstruation past the mid-50s, though,
was usually regarded as not having ‘any natural cause’ and likely to endanger life, occurring
‘by reason of some violent straining, or other violence’.95 Cathy McClive has argued that
women who claimed pregnancy when past the expected age of menopause were more
at risk of accusations of ‘fausse grossesse’ or of ‘substitution d’enfant’ after a pretended
birth.96 Women for whom the bearing of an heir was hugely important were also likely to
suffer from false hope of pregnancy in later life, especially asmenstruation became irregular
and unpredictable as menopause approached.97 Menstruation beyond the usual age of
menopause did not mean a continuation of fertility; rather it was likely to be yet another
symptomof theendingof the reproductive yearsas its causewas ‘someaffect that is contrary

90Sara Read,Menstruation and the Female Body in Early
Modern England (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
2013), 176–8.

91See, e.g., Riverius, Practice of Physick, 504.
92Guillaume Mauquest de la Motte, A General Treatise
of Midwifry, trans. Thomas Tomkyns (London, 1746
[1721]), 56. McClive notes La Motte’s recording of
other cases where older women who thought they
were pregnant called him because they were bleeding
heavily, but he diagnosed bleeding following men-
strual suppression which was indicative of approach-
ing the permanent end to menstruation: McClive,
‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent’, 292.

93Thomas Denman, Introduction to the Practice of Mid-
wifery, 2 vols (London, 1794 [1762]), I, 165–6. In the

early eighteenth century English surgeon John
Marten described bearing children at 60 or more as
‘something strange’ in Gonosologium Novum: Or, A
New System Of all the Secret Infirmities and Diseases,
Natural, Accidental, and Venereal in Men and
Women etc (London, 1709), 94–5.

94E.g., Paré,Works, 568.
95Aristoteles Master-Piece, 7.
96McClive, ‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent’, 286.
97Ibid., 291, 293–4. For England, Queen Mary Tudor
might exemplify this point, mistakenly believing she
was again pregnant at the age of 41. On her illnesses
and reproductive history, see V. C. Medvei, ‘The
Illness and Death of Mary Tudor’, Journal of the
Royal Society of Medicine, 1987, 80, 766–70.
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to Nature, which also hinders all conception’ or, potentially, the prelude to deception.98

Variation in the age of permanent cessation of menstruation, together with uncertainty
about whether a woman had definitively stopped as gaps grew longer between bleedings,
potentially indicating illness rather than menopause, meant that a woman’s loss of fertility
linked to her entry into old age could not be fixed with any chronological certainty.99

But it was not simply the absence of menstrual blood as an essential generative material,
nor deterioration of the quality of seed or of the ovaries, that determined women’s loss of
reproductive capability. Also linked to menopause was alteration to the state of the
womb which made it unfit for childbearing. The cessation of menstruation not only
removed one of the essential generative substances but also meant that the womb now
became more dry and cold as the woman’s constitution shifted into that characteristic of
old age. This increasing desiccation, together with the lack of menstrual blood to moisten
it, caused the womb, like the ovaries, to become small and shrivelled. Crooke wrote that
‘in old women because they are dryed and withered, it is but little’.100 A dry wombwas un-
suitable for childbearing and its cause was usually age. Whereas in a younger woman bar-
renness from a dry wombmight be remedied by the prescription of moistening treatments,
‘It is incurable in old Persons’.101 English surgeon John Marten therefore continued to
express scepticism about any further extension of women’s fertility into old age: ‘how a
Woman of threescore or more, whose Courses have long before left her, her Intellects
decay’d and Parts dry’d almost up, should Conceive, is a Mystery’.102 Older age was thus
characterised for women as an unreproductive time of life because they had passed
the full flower of their years in which they had been fruitful and were now withered,
dried up and daily losing the vital heat that had made them both ‘ripe’ for conception and
sexually vigorous. As Riverius observed, for women, ‘Elderly years cause a Total dispaire of
Conception.’103

Marriage and sexual intercoursewith olderwomenby youngermenwas thus regardedas
unnatural because it had no purpose. In a society and culture in which the primary aim of
marriage was procreation, tomarry when this was clearly impossible gave rise to discussion
by theologians as well as to comment by medical authors. Lemnius particularly condemned
young men who married older women for financial gain rather than with the intention of
fathering children:

But since women for the most part about the yeare 45, or at the most 50 have their
termes stopt, and no hopes are to be had of Children by lying with them, they do con-
trary to the law of Nature that marry youngmen, or men that for greedinesse of mony
woe and marry such old women. For the labour is lost on both sides, just as if a man
should cast good seed into dry hungry lean ground.104

This judgement, while asserting the infertility of old women, nevertheless implied that old
women could, and did, continue to have sexual relations. However, continuation of
sexual activity when a woman had passed her reproductive years gave rise to considerable

98Lemnius, Secret Miracles, 309.
99McClive, ‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent’, 291–4.
100Crooke,Microcosmographia, 227.
101William Salmon, Aristotle’s Compleat and Experi-

ence’d Midwife (London, 1700), 146.

102Marten, Gonosologium Novum, 95.
103Riverius, Practice of Physick, 506.
104Lemnius, Secret Miracles, 309.
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anxiety and negative representation, even though Puritan theologians such as William
Gouge asserted that procreation was ‘not the only end’ of marriage and that marriage in
old age was not forbidden, unless there was a disparity of age.105 While it is difficult to
define the precise number of years that would constitute such a disparity, some ballads
indicated—undoubtedly for effect—disparities of over 50 years. In ‘The Young Woman’s
Complaint’, for example, ‘A Maiden of fifteene…married an Old Man of Seventy-two
year’, pairing a young girl in the freshness of her youth with a decrepit old man to her
‘misfortune’.106 Gouge did not entirely rule out marriage in old age, because the sexual
act also cemented the marital relationship, binding a couple together in continency and
for mutual comfort and support. But, like Lemnius, he condemned those who married for
the satisfaction of lust with a younger partner as well as the young who married an old
person for financial andsocial gain.107 Popular literature, suchas theballadabove, conveyed
a similarmessageas theyounggirl, forced tomarry theoldman for ‘hiswealth’, cautions ‘For
sure youth with age will never agree’.108

Sex and the Sexual Organs
Ideas about old men and women and sex were overwhelmingly negative and revolved
around perceptions of the old as both sexually unattractive, thus undesirable, and,
usually, as sexually incompetent.109 Marten in the early eighteenth century declared that
marriage in old age was ‘preposterous’, advising that sexual activity was neither healthy
nor appropriate as it would leave the old ‘exhausted’. They would also make themselves
appear ridiculous—‘forfeiting their gravity and conduct, losing that honour due to their
years’—by seeking that for which their bodies were no longer fit, as stories and jokes
about cuckolds and old women marrying much younger men attested.110 Old bodies
were understood as not fully capable of the sexual act because they had lost the necessary
vigour and ‘fruitfulnesse’ that was characteristic of the middle, reproductive, stage of life.
Sexual desire was also problematic. Although desire might diminish due to the loss of
vital heat, it did not necessarily disappear altogether. Thedesire for sexual activity could con-
tinue into old age but was likely to be tempered by the decline in physical vigour and the
drying up of the sexual parts, making it more difficult to achieve.111 Where sexual ability
and desire were perceived to continue into old age, attitudes were often ambivalent and
divided according to gender. Whereas some admiration might be expressed towards old
menwho continued to be sexually active, and especially reproductively successful, attitudes
towards sexually active old women were invariably condemnatory, expressing disgust and

105William Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties (London,
1622), 182.

106
‘The Young Woman’s Complaint; Or, A Caveat to all
Maids to have a care how they be Married to Old
Men’, J. Woodfall Ebsworth, ed., The Roxburghe
Ballads (Hertford: Printed for the Ballad Society,
1895), Vol. 8, 679–81, 679.

107Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, 189.
108

‘The Young Woman’s Complaint’, Roxburghe
Ballads, 681.

109Kittredge, ‘“The Ag’d Dame to Venery Inclin’d”’;
Lynn A. Botelho, ‘The 17th Century’, in Pat Thane,
ed., A History of Old Age (Los Angeles: The J. Paul

Getty Museum, 2005), 113–73, 135–40. Nina
Taunton has argued that marriage between an old
man and a young woman offended against ‘the
rules of decorum in society at large’, ending only in
humiliation; Fictions of Old Age, 84–5.

110Marten, Gonosologium Novum, 90. See Foyster,
Manhood in Early Modern England, 107–15, 197–8;
Kittredge, ‘“The Ag’d Dame to Venery Inclin’d”’,
256–61.

111Onwomen and continuing sexual desire see Stewart,
Enlightenment, ch. 4; on men see Skenazi, Aging
Gracefully, ch. 3.
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contempt. While this was partly a result of a perceived loss of physical beauty caused by
ageing, it was also because the old female body was more clearly both an infertile body
and one that was less able to engage in the sexual act. At a time when sexual activity and
pleasure were so closely entwined with reproduction, sexual intercourse that was without
possibility of procreation, and potentially unpleasurable, was problematic.

It was often asserted that sex in old agewas particularly harmful: it was ‘exceedingly hurt-
full andmost pernitious’.112 The cold and dry constitution of old agewas unsuited to the act
of sex because ‘it is an bitter ennemye to all drye Natures, so especially it is moste hurtfull to
them that besyde drynesse are also cold’.113 Heat was an essential part of successful sex,
raising desire and producing generative matter capable of sparking conception, but the ex-
penditure of heat in the sexual act consequently depleted the body’s vital heat. In the old,
whose vital heat was already diminished, and continuing to fade, sexual activity further
reduced it and accelerated ageing: ‘Immoderate venerie weakeneth strength, hurts the
braine, extinguisheth radicall moysture, and hastneth on old age and death.’114 Thus it
was advised that ‘Olde men must content themselves with softer Exercises, lest that the
small heate which they have, should be spent.’115 Men’s diminishing vital heat as they
grew old meant that they were increasingly likely to suffer from impotence. The poor
quality or absence of seed caused by declining vital heat also resulted in reduced desire
for sexual intercourse so that it might be avoided altogether, obviating any possibility of re-
production, or broughtweak, unsatisfactory, erections preventing successful completion of
the sexual act (and perhaps spurring alternative ways of finding sexual pleasure).116 The
special qualities of seed stimulated sexual pleasure, so semen that was reduced in quantity
or defective in quality had a negative effect on desire and virility as well as on fertility.117

This associationofoldmenwith impotencewasa stapleof jokesandanxieties about cuck-
olds, particularly where there was a disparity of age when an older man married a younger
woman: she would inevitably commit adultery because he would be unable to satisfy her
sexually.118 Gouge cautioned against such marriages because ‘they doe many times
much faile of their expectation’ causing ‘more griefe and vexation’ than ‘comfort and con-
tentment’.119 Authors from the sixteenth century to the eighteenth identified impotence as
a particular issue for old men, where, ‘In some the want of Erections are from a fault in the
Spirits, aswhen they are universallyweak and languid, as in oldAge and Sickness’, while, ‘In
others,want of Erections is froma faulty unpreparedness in theGenital Juice, falling short of
its spirituous stimulating Quality, either from Superannuation or old Age’.120 Despite iden-
tifying several causes for impotence in old age, authors were keen to reassure their readers
that old age did not necessarily mean impotence for all men, and included comments to the
contrary, often in the same sentence. Diemerbroeck added, ‘I except some sort of old men,

112Lemnius, Touchstone, 55.
113Ibid, 75.
114Anon.,Approved Directions for Health, both Naturall

and Artificiall, 4th edn (London, 1612), 69–70.
115Ibid, 66.
116See Skenazi, Aging Gracefully, 111–19.
117See Toulalan, Imagining Sex, 74–82.
118See Pamela Allen Brown, Better a Shrew than a

Sheep: Women, Drama and the Culture of Jest in
Early Modern England (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University

Press, 2003), esp. ch. 3; Foyster,Manhood, esp. ch. 4;
Alice Tobriner, ‘Old Age in Tudor-Stuart Broadside
Ballads’, Folklore, 1991, 102,149–74; Toulalan, Im-
agining Sex, 213–19; Turner, Fashioning Adultery,
esp. ch. 3.

119Gouge, Of Domesticall Duties, 189.
120Marten,GonosologiumNovum, 42, 43. For the same

idea in the mid-seventeenth century see Diemer-
broeck, Anatomy, 206.
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vigorous in their old Age, who at fourscore and fourscore and ten have begot Children’.121

Here Diemerbroeck conflated sexual potency with fertility. As Thomas A. Foster has noted,
authors of medical and advice literature ‘did not always make a clear distinction between
male infertility and impotence’ and were ‘inconsistent in applying these overlapping
terms.’122 However, some authors did clearly distinguish between them, such as Gouge
whoasserted that ‘there isgreatdifferencebetwixt impotencieandbarrennesse’.123Thedif-
ference lay in the fact that sex was still possible for those who were barren, a defect that
could not always be detected, whereas impotence was ‘incurable’ and could be discerned
‘by outward sensible signes’.124

DespiteGouge’s assertion that impotence could not be cured, thereweremany remedies
available to those so afflicted. As impotencewas causedby cold, remedies aimed to increase
heat and hence to stimulate lust. Ambergris was particularly recommended for the old as it
was categorised as ‘hot and dry in the second degree, it warmeth, resolveth, and strength-
eneth’.125 Englishapothecary andbotanist JohnParkinson recommended it because ‘it doth
most conveniently agree with aged persons, to warme, comfort, and strengthen their cold
decayed spirits, adding vigour and lustinesse to them, and is accounted conducible to vener-
eous actions.’126 However, some remedies could be dangerous if taken by the elderly, espe-
cially if very strong, such as the aphrodisiac cantharides, or Spanish Fly.127 Marten
particularly warned ‘Old Letchers’ against taking cantharides ‘thinking to improve their
former Prowess’ because ‘the old Man is so soon shatter’d’ and suffers ‘Diseases and
Pains, infinitely more Cutting than the Pleasures were before Charming’, or ‘have kill’d
themselves… thinking to oblige themselves and their Mistresses, by being stimulated to
the Act of Venery’.128 The bodies of the old were weaker, more feeble, lacking in vigour
andhence less suited to sexual activity, a characterisation that continued into theeighteenth
century andwhichwas replicated in erotica; KarenHarvey characterises sexwith oldmen as
‘desperate’.129 Taking aphrodisiacs to stimulate virility was only likely to exhaust them
further, and authors advised that there was no point in old men taking ‘exstimulating Aph-
rodisiacks’ because it was not possible to stimulate ‘that Seed which is not there’, and fur-
thermore they might rather ‘loosen the Belly’ so soiling both bed and bride.130 This author,
Swiss physician Théophile Bonet, here also alluded to the laughable nature of such
attempted couplings evoked in cuckold literature and jokes about old men and their
young brides in describing these remedies as having ‘a ridiculous effect’.131 The perception
of oldmen’s use of stimulants as ‘ridiculous’was alsomirrored in eighteenth-century repre-
sentations in erotica of their resorting to flagellation in a desperate attempt, often doomed
to failure, to raise their flaggingmanhood.While, as I have shown, representations of flagel-
lation in seventeenth-century texts were often positive because they enabled erection and
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ejaculation, so encouraging fertile sex, by the eighteenth century, in relation to old men,
such an outcome was clearly understood as less likely.132 Despite many authors’ assertions
thatmen could remain virile and reproducewell into old age,more usually it was suggested
that theywouldnot—andwould therefore requiremedical, or other, assistance. But remed-
ies for the sexual deficiencies of old age might instead be harmful and sexual success was
therefore uncertain and potentially pernicious.

Physical unsuitability for sexual intercourse was not restricted only to old, impotent men.
In old post-menopausal female bodies the genitals were also unsuitable for sexual inter-
course: the vagina, or ‘neck of the womb’, would be too narrow (‘streight’) and dry to
allow penetration. Regular menstruation lubricated the sexual parts making penetrative
sex easier and less painful, but menopause removed this effect.133 Decreasing heat and
moisture in old age made the vagina dry and contracted so that penetrative sex was more
difficult and painful. Paré described how, ‘In process of age it grows harder, both by use
of venery, and also by reason of age, by which the whole body in all parts thereof
becomesdry andhard.’134 Thiswasalsoaproblemforolderwomenwhohadnotbeen sexu-
ally active previously: Riverius stated that in ‘elderly Virgins… the Genital Parts,… do
become withered… and so strait, that they cannot afterwards easily admit a mans
Yard’.135 Other later authors, both English and continental, repeated these statements
almost verbatim. Post-menopausal old women were understood as not only barren but
also as having sexual parts that were unsuitable for sexual activity: they were too hard,
dry and contracted, lacking the essential moisture and flexibility that was required for suc-
cessful, pleasurable, penetrative sex.

Thesephysical changes that brought infertility anddifficulties in performing the sexual act
were also associated with a diminution in sexual desire in women. English apothecary
William Drage attributed diseases of the womb caused by ‘A drie Distemper’ to old age
and further drew the conclusion that this would diminish sexual desire: ‘in a general
driness of the Body, from defect of Humours or old Age, or drying Causes, as Inflamation
andHeat, thereare sent forth fewMenstrua, andSeed; theMouthof theUterus is dry, black-
ish and clefty, they desire not much Copulation’.136 However, old womenwere not usually
represented in popular culture as lacking in desire or disinterested in sex. Some ballads and
jokesmockedoldwomen’s continueddesire for sex andmarriage, implying that they should
leave this dimension of life to those more suited to it, because it would come to a bad end,
often signalled in theballad title, suchasAmerrynewSongofa richWiddoweswooing,That
married a young man to her owne undooing.137 As Yallop has remarked, this would be a
‘union of opposing conditions, and therefore doomed’.138 Jokes often juxtaposed very
old women who married young men in the prime of their early manhood then complained

132Toulalan, Imagining Sex, ch. 3; Harvey, Reading Sex,
138.

133See, e.g., Sharp, The Midwives Book, 50.
134Paré, Of the Anatomy of Mans Body, in Works, 86.
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when inevitably left sexually unsatisfied.When reproved for having ‘foolish’ and inappropri-
ate desires, ‘having one Foot in the Grave’, the punchline emphasised the necessity for con-
taining old women’s otherwise socially disruptive ungovernable lust: ‘What!…wou’d you
have me turnWhore?’139 Like prescriptive literature on marriage, and medical warnings of
uterine diseases following from continuing sexual activity, such representations served a
regulatory function, acknowledging continuing sexual interest in the old while at the
same time expressing disapproval.

Despite the trope of the ‘lusty widow’ there seem to have been far more jokes about old
men unable to satisfy young wives, suggesting that this was more of an anxiety than old
women’s continuing lust into old age.140 Old men’s sexual incapacity had the potential to
disruptmarriage, bloodlines and inheritance: an unsatisfiedwifemight seek sexual satisfac-
tion in an adulterous relationship that could lead to her bearing anotherman’s child. A post-
menopausal woman who sought sexual satisfaction, although morally reprehensible and
potentially disruptive of family and communal relationships, could not pass another
man’s child off as her husband’s, nor, if unmarried, be a burden on the parish. It is possible
that this disparity is also representative of the remarriage prospects of those who had been
widowed and the greater prevalence of marriages where the husband was older than his
bride.141 Older men were more likely than older women to remarry, although Vivien
Brodsky has demonstrated that the widows of craftsmen and tradesmen in London had
better remarriage prospects as they had financial assets thatmade themattractive to an am-
bitious, younger apprentice or journeyman (perhaps giving rise to the strictures of theolo-
gians like Gouge against marrying for financial gain).142 Jeremy Boulton has subsequently
confirmed that ‘in the economy of poorer Londoners, youthful widows possessing even a
little property were particularly attractive in themale-dominatedmarriagemarket’.143 Simi-
larly Amy Froide has identified representations of wealthier singlewomen as still marriage-
able.144 However, the numbers of older women either marrying for the first time or
remarrying, especially those who were past, or nearing the end of their childbearing
years, were very small.145 Some older widows who were able to support themselves were
also unwilling to give up their improved legal status or to compromise their children’s inher-
itance, whereaswidowers, whose remarriage had no effect on their legal status, were likely
to seek a wife to take care of the household and children, and who could support them
in their older age.146 Whether or not sexual desire continued into older age, making
remarriage a desirable prospect, the old were themselves characterised as utterly sexually
undesirable.

139J.S., England’s Merry Jester: Or, Court, City and
Country Jests, New, and Suitable to the Humours of
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Appearance and Sexual Desirability
Old bodies were not only thought unsuitable for sexual activity because of their impaired
generative parts and matter, but also because their bodies were altered by the signs of
ageing so that they were no longer judged sexually desirable. As well as harmful, sex
was regarded as ‘most unseemly and foul in old age’.147 This was partly because the
qualities needed for successful coitus were lacking in the aged—strength, agility, warmth,
moisture—but mostly because the old were perceived to be physically unattractive.
Lemnius linkedappearancewithperformancewhenheasked, ‘Whoseesnothowuncomely
it is for anoldman that is full ofwrinkles, andwornout, to fall to kissingandembracing like to
young people; for old folks are unable to perform those duties.’148 External signs of ageing
such as baldness in men, increasingly grey or white hair, leanness of body that also brought
dry, wrinkled skin, loss of suppleness ofmovement, and altered body shapewere remarked
upon negatively.149 Medical writers particularly commented on changes to women’s
breasts as theyaged,describing themasugly, andalsouselessbecauseno longer fit for suck-
ling infants. One author explicitly linked ugliness to the extinction of sexual desire: ‘Love is
nothing else but a desire of Beauty; Ugliness to the contrary is the reverse of that, which
at its appearance, becalms our Tempers, checks our Raptures, flattens our Desires, and at
once proves to us an Antidote against Lechery.’150 Such descriptions were clearly
opposed to the characteristics of young, fresh, beautiful and desirable bodies, male and
female, so that the idea of sexual activity involving the old was presented as disgusting
and unnatural.151 One author who wrote on beauty, Thomas Buoni, attributed it ‘to riper
yeares’ when its purpose was to ‘stirreth up a desire of generation’, while for those in old
age, or ‘decrepite’, beauty was ‘a delightful remembrance of things past’.152 Neither
beauty nor the sexual activity it incitedwere tobepart of old age. Thephysical characteristics
of old bodieswere represented as both sexually repellent and indicative of their infertility so
marking them as unfit for sexual activity and procreation.

One of the most immediately noticeable bodily signs of the shift into old age, which also
clearly signalled the constitutional shift towards coldness anddryness andhence likely infer-
tility, was alteration to the colour and abundance of hair. Changes to hair brought by age
and humoral change were also associated with processes of ‘putrefaction’, a term that
evoked both illness and the decay of the body in death. Crooke noted the coarseness of
hair in old age, or its loss, caused by increasing dryness: ‘Those that are well in yeares
havehardhaire, because their skin becomeshard& thicke inold age, by reasonof their cold-
nesse and siccity’. Men grew bald ‘from defect of Aliment’ or ‘for want of hot and clammy
moisture’.153 Such men were regarded, as Thomas Foster observed, as ‘poor marital part-
ners’ and ‘less than men’.154 Hair, particularly the beard, as Will Fisher has pointed out,
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149See McClive, ‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent’, 289–90,

for French proverbs on the unattractiveness of old
women.

150Marten, Gonosologium Novum, 99–100.
151See Mary Rogers, ‘Beauty and Concepts of the Ideal’

and Patrizia Bettella, ‘The Marked Body as Otherness
in Renaissance Italian Culture’, both in Linda Kalof
and William Bynum, eds, A Cultural History of the

Human Body in the Renaissance (Oxford/New York:
Berg, 2010), 125–48 and 149–81; David M. Turner,
‘The Body Beautiful’ in Carole Reeves, ed., A Cultural
History of the Human Body in the Enlightenment
(Oxford/New York: Berg, 2010), 113–32.

152Thomas Buoni, Problemes of Beautie and all Humane
Affections, trans. S[am]. L[ennard]. (London, 1606), 6.

153Drage, Physical Experiments, 382; Crooke,Microcos-
mographia, 69.

154Foster, ‘Deficient Husbands’, 731.
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was ‘amarker of procreative potential’, with hairymen themore virile while those lacking in
hair likely to be barren.155 Jennifer Jordan has similarly argued that grey hair was ‘the visual
indicator of the loss of or decline frommanhood’where manhood was associated with vir-
ility and sexual potency.156 Change in hair colour to grey and thenwhitewas also caused by
‘want of convenient foode’ and because ‘the nourishment wherewith they are fed, is as it
were the dregges of Flegme, which in processe of time remaining about the skin, do putri-
fie’.157 Hair became ‘Snow white through Age’ evoking the association of old age with
winter and its attendant freezing temperatures, and hence with qualities opposed to suc-
cessful sex and reproduction.158 It also, asNina Taunton remarks, had ‘effeminising implica-
tions’.159Oldmenandwomen thusdisplayedon themostprominent andvisiblepartof their
bodies—the head—a clear signifier of both age anda constitutional alteration thatwas par-
ticularly associated with infertility: coldness.160 Many books advising self-treatment for
commonailments, suchas TheCountrymans Physician, began the sectionon curing inability
to conceive with remedies to rectify barrenness from cold.161

For aman, then, baldness, grey, orwhite hair indicated a potential loss of virility, suggest-
ing that hemight be unable to satisfy in the bedchamber, aswell as the diminution of sexual
attractiveness. As Jordan further suggested, the popularity of the periwig might have had
something to do with its ability to mask this external sign of age and its attendant physical
decline.162 That hair loomed large in the popularmind as signifying youthfulness and vigour
is perhaps suggested by itsmention in obituaries when an exceptionally old person retained
unusually abundant or unaltered hair. In a notice of ‘An extraordinary instance of Longevity’
published in the Norfolk Chronicle and Norwich Gazette in 1792, it was reported that John
Miniken of Cumberlandwas almost 111 years old but still possessed ‘such an abundance as
fewpeople canboast, even in thevigourof youth’. Furthermore, hehad,30years before, cut
off and sold his hair, from which ‘more than 20 wigs’ had been made.163 Similarly, it was
reported that shortly before 99-year-old Christina Wills died ‘all her grey hair came off
and a fine head of fair hair grew…which curled like that of a young person’.164 Both abun-
dance of hair and curling hair are noted by Snook as signifiers of beauty at this time.165 The
retentionof hair, of hair colour andcurl,were thus regardedaspreserving theappearanceof
youthfulness and hence of warmth and desirability.166 Christopher Martin similarly com-
ments on how the maintenance of ‘a youthful self-image’ enables continuing sexuality in
old age in poetic representation.167 Consequently books of recipes for cosmetics and aids

155Will Fisher, ‘The Renaissance Beard: Masculinity in
Early Modern England’, Renaissance Quarterly,
2001, 54, 155–87, 174. See, e.g., Nicholas Fonteyn,
The Womans Doctour: Or, An Exact and Distinct Ex-
planation of all Such Diseases as are peculiar to that
Sex (London, 1652), 131–2.

156Jennifer Jordan, ‘“That ere with Age, his strength Is
utterly decay’d”: Understanding the Male Body in
Early Modern Manhood’, in Kate Fisher and Sarah
Toulalan, eds,Bodies, Sex andDesire from theRenais-
sance to the Present (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmil-
lan, 2011), 27–48, 34, 36.

157Crooke,Microcosmographia, 69.
158Randle Holme, The Academy of Armory, Or, A Store-

house of Armory and Blazon (Chester, 1688), 389.

159Taunton, Fictions, 86, 178 fn 16.
160See JohnBall,The FemalePhysician:Or, EveryWoman

Her Own Doctress (London, 1770), 71.
161Anon., The Country-mans Physician (London, 1680),

54–5.
162Jordan, ‘“That ere with Age”’, 35.
163NorfolkChronicleandNorwichGazette, 14 July1792.
164Plymouth and Cornish Courant, 24 October 1765.

Many thanks to Kate Tremain for these references.
165Edith Snook, Women, Beauty and Power in Early

Modern England: A Feminist Literary History, (Basing-
stoke: Palgrave Macmillan: 2011), 12, 115, 119–24,
ch. 6.

166SeealsoMcClive, ‘Quand les fleurs s’arrêtent’, 294–5.
167Martin, Constituting Old Age, 123.
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to beauty claimed that their recipes might preserve a youthful appearance. They included
recipes for ‘Ointments to restore the Hair’ and to colour it various shades from yellow and
red to black.168 Swiss physician, Johann Wecker explicitly addressed the desire to remedy
the ravages of age and ‘to cover those deformities by which the decay of Time renders a
person not only unhandsome, but despicable’. He asked, ‘Why should a woman loose
[sic] one of the chiefest Ornaments of her whole frame, a long Train of disheveled Hair, if
that can be restored by Art?’169 Such restoration brought not only the appearance of
youth and beauty, but also sexual desirability with its implication of fruitfulness, although
recourse to these measures were frequently mocked and condemned.170

VéroniqueNahoum-Grappedefines thebeautiful female format this timeas ‘curvaceous’
and ‘soft’, thusmore roundedandplump than thin.Oneof the functions of fatwas to fill out
the body so that it appeared ‘plump, equall, soft, white and beautifull’.171 Increasing desic-
cationmade old bodiesmore lean as the fleshwas reduced. London herbalist and translator
of many Latin medical works Nicholas Culpeper described this alteration in his translation
and commentary on Galen’s Art of Physick: ‘The drier the Temperature is, the slenderer is
the man, and the more Flesh recedes from its due temper to driness’.172 Although this
loss of flesh applied equally to men and women, medical authors commented particularly
on its effect on women’s appearance and attractiveness. Bartholin’s Anatomy concluded
that ‘decrepit old Women are deformed, for want of Fat.’173 The female old body that
lost its soft, rounded form as dry cold humours became dominant, diminishing flesh, was
therefore characterised as lacking beauty and sexual desirability.174 This perception contin-
ued into the eighteenth century as Stewart has confirmed in her study of women in
eighteenth-century France.175 Furthermore, great leanness of body was also strongly asso-
ciated with infertility.176 Old bodies were further made ugly through alteration to body
shape as cold dry humours took hold: the body lost the strength and suppleness of youth
becoming ‘hard and stiffe’,mis-shapen, ‘crooked,… heavy andunweildy’, and increasingly
deformed.177 As humoral balance was associated with both beauty and health, imbalance
was therefore regardedas indicativeof ill health that couldalter theappearance, reducingor
erasingbeauty; uglinessmight then further beassociatedwithmoral depravity.178Although
David Turner similarly discusses the association in the eighteenth century of very thin bodies

168Johann Jacob Wecker, Arts Master-piece: Or, the
Beautifying Part of Physick (London, 1660), 64–5,
5–8, 42–53, 55–6.

169Ibid., A3v–A4r.
170See Martin, Constituting Old Age, 16; Taunton, Fic-

tions, 85–6, 103.
171Crooke,Microcosmographia, 74.
172Galen, Galen’s Art of Physick, trans. Nicholas Cul-

peper (London, 1652), 47.
173Bartholin, Anatomy, 7.
174VéroniqueNahoum-Grappe, ‘TheBeautifulWoman’,

in Natalie Zemon Davis and Arlette Farge, eds, A
History of Women: Renaissance and Enlightenment
Paradoxes (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press,
1993), 85–100, 98–9.

175Stewart, Enlightenment, 3.
176Sarah Toulalan, ‘“Unfit for Generation”: Body Size

and Reproduction’, in Raymond Stephanson and
Darren Wagner, eds, The Secrets of Generation: Re-
production in the Long Eighteenth Century
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, forthcoming
2015).

177Anon., TheProblemesofAristotle,withother Philoso-
phers and Phisitions (Edenborough, 1595), unpagi-
nated; Lemnius, Secret Miracles, 120. Turner, ‘The
Body Beautiful’, 120.

178Naomi Baker, Plain Ugly: The Unattractive Body in
Early Modern Culture (Manchester: Manchester Uni-
versity Press, 2010), 44–6. See also Bettella, ‘The
Marked Body’, 157, 180.
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with ill health, lack of beauty and moral defect, he does not mention its close connection
with both old age and infertility.179

The lackof flesh thatwascharacteristicofoldbodiesalsodiminishedbeautyas lossof flesh
brought dry, wrinkled skin: ‘SomeAuthorswill have the Fat contribute not only to the Nour-
ishment of all the Parts,… but also unto Beauty, for Persons who have little or no Fat have
their Skindry and subject towrinkles.’180AsDavidTurnerhasobserved, ‘Advice literatureon
personal appearance emphasised the importance of an unblemished complexion’ with
wrinkles regarded as not only ‘signs of mortality’ but also as ‘the embodiment of declining
powers’.181 Booksof cosmetics andaids tobeauty thus also included recipes for potions and
waters to remove such deformities and to ‘make the face youthful’. These aimed to remove
wrinkles byapplication to the faceor throughwashing, suchas the recipe that advised, ‘Take
of the Decoction of Bryony and Figs, each alike quantity, & wash the face with it.’182 Such
advice was aimed at both men and women, indicated by references to ‘he’ and ‘him’ in
one such recipe:

Takeof Live-sulphur oneounce,Olibanum,Myrrhe, each twoounces, Ambergreece six
drams, powder andmix themaddingapint of rose-water, thendistil themandkeep the
water in a vessel well stopt; which if any one will use, at night when he goes to bed let
himwash his face, and in themorningwith springwater, and it will bemost comely.183

Aswehave seenpreviously, one ingredient in this recipe—ambergris—had thepropertiesof
warming and strengthening, andwas particularly recommended for the old as an aphrodis-
iac. Such recipes demonstrate the crossover between cosmetic recipes andmedicine inwhat
Snook has called ‘beautifying physic’, thatwas ‘part of themedicalmarketplace and the un-
licensed practice of early modern healing’.184 Although Naomi Baker has argued that
women were more likely to be characterised as physically revolting than men, the recom-
mendation of such recipes for men and women suggests that both were conscious of the
ravages brought by ageing and desired to counteract them, although Turner asserts that
in this increasingly lucrative market, ‘most products were aimed at women’.185

One particular aspect of the ageing body and its sexual and reproductive function asso-
ciated only with old women, and which was presented by medical and other authors as es-
pecially unattractive, was changes to the breasts.186 Alteration to their appearance was
caused by reduced body fat. Whereas the breasts of young women who were ‘ripe’ for re-
productionweredescribedas firm, roundandsmooth, thoseofoldwomenhad theopposite
appearance.Heister’sAnatomydescribedbeautiful breasts ashaving ‘amoderateBigness, a

179Turner, ‘The Body Beautiful’, 123.
180Pierre Dionis, The Anatomy of Humane Bodies

Improv’d, According to the Circulation of the Blood,
and all the Modern Discoveries (London, 1703), 104.

181Turner, ‘TheBodyBeautiful’, 119. Snook says relative-
ly little about old age and beauty (or wrinkles) focus-
ing rather on gender, social status and race. See
Women, Beauty and Power, 133–4, 160.

182Wecker, Arts Master-piece, 37.
183Ibid., 35–6. Edith Snook also argues that there were

not ‘substantive differences between the female
and male practice of beautifying physic’, 24.

184Snook, Women, Beauty and Power, 31. See also
Évelyne Berriot-Salvadore, ‘De l’ornement et du gou-
vernement des dames: esthétique et hygiène dans les
traités médicaux des XVIe et XVIIe siècles’, in McClive
and Pellegrin, Femmes en fleurs, 37–58.

185Baker, Plain Ugly, 44–6; Turner, ‘The Body Beautiful’,
130.

186Bettella also notes the attention towitheredbreasts in
‘The Marked Body’, 157, 180, and Turner comments
on the ideal plumpness and roundnessof idealbreasts
in ‘The Body Beautiful’, 120–2.
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due Distance, a tender and white Skin, a Substance somewhat hard, not flabby or pendu-
lous, and a rosy Nipple’.187 Pierre Dionis’ observation that ‘When Women approach to
Fifty years of age, their Breasts wither; and the older they grow, the softer and flaggier
are their Breasts, till at last nothing is left of ’embut the Skin’ is representative of descriptions
from the early sixteenth century to the late eighteenth.188 Numerous authors explained that
the breasts lost their ‘smoothnesse & equality’ in old age, ‘the Fat and Glandules being all
consumed’, so that ‘onely the skin and the nipples do remaine’.189 They also repeated
throughout this period the same descriptions of changes to women’s nipples as they
aged. Diemerbroeck wrote of the nipple or ‘Teat’ that ‘The colour of it is red in Virgins,
more livid in those that give suck; but in Women that are past Child-bearing it grows
black’.190 Crooke, earlier in the century, noted that the skin of the nipple was ‘more
rugous and unequall’, while Bartholin commented that ‘Only in old women it grows
thick.’191

Some authors, such as Bartholin, linked form to function, connecting the role of the
breasts to nourish the infant with its rounded shape:

The Use thereof is, to turn Blood into Milk. And the use of the fat of the Dug is to
encrease heat, and to make the Dug of an even round shape. And therefore such as
have the Fat consumed by some Disease or old Age, they hang ill favoredly like
empty Bladders, and are unfit to make Milk.192

When no longer able to conceive, an old woman’s breasts also altered and became unfit to
nourish a new life. Just as remedieswere prescribed for baldness, greying hair andwrinkles,
so authors also offered them for sagging breasts to restore the appearance of youth, beauty
and fruitfulness. Wecker listed recipes for ‘A Liniment to smooth flaggy, wrinckled Breast’
and several for ‘An Ointment for Breasts that hang down’. Most of these recipes included
ingredients that were moisturising and binding to fill out the flesh (frankincense), that
might clear the skin tomake the breasts more firm (bean-flower), that could help infirmities
of the breast (raisins) or of the lungs (dry figs, tragacanth).193 The flaccid, appearance of the
ageing breasts, with their darker, thicker nipples, were not only judged ugly, reducing a
woman’s sexual desirability, but were yet further visual indicators that her reproductive
organswere equally dry and shrivelled so that sexual intercoursemight bemoredifficult, po-
tentially unpleasurable, and almost certainly non-procreative.

Conclusion
Perceptions of old bodies, their sexual abilities, desirability andbehaviourwere thus remark-
ably consistent throughout these three centuries and were thoroughly informed by the
understanding that they were inevitably infertile bodies. Medical writing that associated

187Heister, Compendium of Anatomy, 166–7.
188Dionis, Anatomy, 251.
189Alexander Read, TheManuall of the Anatomy or Dis-
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(London, 1680), 95. See also Bartholin, Anatomy,
86; Crooke,Microcosmographia, 157.

190Diemerbroeck, Anatomy, 282–3.
191Crooke, Microcosmographia, 159; Bartholin,

Anatomy, 86.
192Bartholin, Anatomy, 86.
193Wecker, Arts Master-piece, 118–19; Nicholas Cul-

peper, Physicall Directory (London, 1651), 28–9, 32.
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old age with sexual dysfunction and infertility underpinned and reinforced the regulatory
and disciplinary strategies of other contemporary literature. It was an important component
of a pro-natalist culture inwhich bodieswere categorised and defined according to their re-
productive possibility, which promoted remedies for infertility where appropriate, and dis-
couraged sexual activity in those deemed unfit. Social, economic and political stability
could only be ensured through a fertile and reproductively successful population; bodies
that were sexually dysfunctional and infertile were disruptive not only of contemporary
gender norms, but also of stability more broadly. This was most particularly the case
when old, infertile men andwomenmarried a younger partner still capable of reproducing,
thus depriving a younger woman of her maternal destiny or a younger man of his role as a
potent patriarch.

Shaped by humoral physiology that categorised old bodies as ever more cold and dry as
they approached death, old men and women were characterised by qualities that were
alignedwith decay, putrefaction and death and thatwere explicitly opposed to growth, fer-
tility and life. Male and female generative matter diminished in both quality and quantity,
and, in the case ofwomen’smenstrual blood, usually ceased to flowaltogether; if it did con-
tinue to flow itwas a sign of disease rather than of continuing fertility. Oldwomen’s genera-
tive organs dried up as their reproductive function terminated making penetration more
difficult, while the impaired quality of old men’s seed diminished virility, often causing im-
potence.Oldbodieswith theirbowed,mis-shapenandemaciated frames lacking in strength
and flexibility, their coarse, thinning, grey or white hair and dry wrinkled skin embodied
sexual disability, unattractiveness and undesirability. Old female bodies further displayed
their infertility and diminished sexual allure in their flattened, sagging breasts that were
no longer capableofnourishingan infant. Theaged thusembodied infertility, fromdecaying
generativematter andgenitals thatwerenot fully functional tobody shape, size andappear-
ance.As such, they self-advertised their unsuitability as sexual ormarital partners, engender-
ing mockery and ridicule when displaying continued sexual interest that was likely to
disappoint and frustrate a younger partner causing familial and social disruption.
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